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About Us

Founded by Michele Grech-Cumbo, in 2010, StudioMIC is a design company focusing on a 
range of quality designer products for the home, ofce and corporate environments. We strive 
to create products for the product design, Industrial design, interior and architectural spaces.

Our focus is on aesthetically pleasing yet functional design which includes, concept sketching, 
prototyping, CAD modeling, reverse engineering and more. We bring synergy to function and 
beauty, together with quality and craftsmanship, to produce the products we deem worthy for 
our clients.

We offer professional design knowledge, consultation and realistic production insight of 
bespoke, custom products. We also provide services for ideation, consultancy, 
conceptualisation, prototyping and more.

Our philosophy
 
StudioMIC strives to create beautiful objects with rivaling quality. We believe in service, quality 
and honesty. We believe in designing objects that are sustainable, impacting less on our 
environment and our world, while maintaining the desired outcomes. While we create objects 
for industry, we believe design should be helpful, social, 'co-designed' and something that is 
able to impact positively on everyone.

“Without good design, humankind has nothing to desire” ~ Michele Grech-Cumbo



CREMA
CONTEMPORARY SURFACE RANGE

The Crema table range are designed with versatility in mind. These 
tables come in a wide variety of steel-leg designs, offering users more 
choice for their environments. 

The Crema range is available in various styles. These specic styles have 
a variety of purposes, from coffee tables to occasional tables and even 
dining tables. The Crema range provides a platform for a variety of 
different spaces.

The four main styles come in a variety of surface materials; stone, wood, 
veneer and manufactured wood. Each having a specic design 
aesthetic, creating wide and interesting options for users.



CREMA RANGE
CONTEMPORARY SURFACE RANGE

The Crema Range of tables is available in a variety of different styles. 
Coming in various design styles, materials and sizes there is a surface 
for any space.
There are four majors styles; Robusta, Arabiqa, Liberica and Excelsa, 
each with varying options for each style to choose from.

DESIGNER TABLE RANGE



ROBUSTA



ARABIQA



LIBERICA



EXCELSA



CREMA RANGE
CONTEMPORARY SURFACE RANGE

The Crema Range of tables is available in various sizes, including 
custom sizes for specic spaces.
We offer the Crema Range in side tables, coffee tables, occasional 
tables and dining tables.
We also offer them in various surface materials and nishes as well as a 
variety of leg nishes, lending itself to customisation for any space.
StudioMIC also works with Caesarstone to create beautiful 
contemporary surfaces for the Crema Range.

DESIGNER TABLE RANGE







*SLEEK BLACK OAK *CS VANILLA NOIR *CS PIATRA GREY *CS EXCAVA *CS MONTBLANC

*CANNERO GREY*VANCOUVER MAPLE ESPERANZA OAK *NORMANDY OAK

*CUSTOM COLOURS: Additional Cost Added

- Caesarstone Available

- More available on request. Veneers, solid 

woods and stone may be requested.

- Colours pictured are only a representation 

and may vary.SURFACE COLOUR PALLETS - FROM WOOD TO STONE: PRICE ON REQUEST

AMERICAN WALNUT

*BIANCO ROYAL *BIANCO CARRARA *ONYX BIANCO *VERDE GUATEMALA *BLUE FUME

CREMA RANGE
CONTEMPORARY SURFACE RANGE
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